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Dragon Skin Pavilion
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The Dragon Skin Pavilion is an architectural installation
designed and built for the 2011-12 Hong Kong &
Shenzhen Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism\Architecture.
The Pavilion utilizes a newly developed environmentally
friendly material called “post-formable” plywood, which
incorporates layers of adhesive film to allow easy singlecurved bending without the need for steam or extreme
heat. With no material loss, a CNC mill divided 21 of
these 8x4 plywood sheets into eight identical squares,
and accurately cut the unique connection slots that were
programmed into the pavilion geometry by computer.
Using one single mould, all panels were bent into the
same shape, and within six hours the numbered shells
were slotted into place without using any plan drawings,
glue or screws. The underlying equilibrium surface
geometry removed all internal forces and deformations
from the pavilion, which became a self-supporting, freestanding, light-weight skin with highly tactile tectonic
properties and unique lighting effects.
The structure challenges and explores the spatial,
tactile, and material possibilities that architecture
can offer by revolutions in digital fabrication and
manufacturing technology. The Dragon Skin Pavilion
redefines the role of architectural design in construction
by actively working with the material’s basic properties
and pushing its structural performance, while being
aware of the aesthetic values and effects the system
provides.
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ᴜᲖࡘ̛௦ʶ˓तኒᓧశᜈᎵḞ௦˝þú ࣱऎᯭຠeຆ ࣉۡڡ
तኒԤۡԤࣱࡘÿᏪ֖तᤴᄉǌ
ᴜᲖࡘ̛᧓ၸ˿ளۋဖγúúþՐۋÿᑚՋḞᤇሗᄉ͕Ҹ௦
ᭉၸᗡීᰳຝΦԺᣏाఛ्ǌڙథ͉ʹํᄉৰхʽḞ
ஜଌᨽࣽ࠱   ڰNNfNN ᄉᑚՋѫ˿  ࠴ܷڰᄰՎᄉൣழ्Ḟ
Վௐኪଌ҃ጆፑࠪ࿗ʶ̃ᄉᤋଋമᤈᛠ˿ዴᆷᄉѬҞǌʶ˓Ӭ࿗
ᄉഴХḞథᄉᦏᜁाఛᄰՎᄉ᠄्ܦ࿃Ḟᤇ̎᠄ܦമᄉழ
यᤈᛠᤋଋḞᭉၸࣰ᭦ڎጭǋᑚප֖ᛂˌǌऄࡎᄉࣰᛥіʹᛪ᭦๖ᬓ
˿तኒథᄉЮःҦ֖Ԫ्Ḟ̯ᏪឞतኒХథ˿ʶ˓ᑞܴᒬੇஂଢ଼ǋ࿗
በᄉǋᣏۋᛪᄔḞࣲХథॡुᄉуѣҦḞᖸᤴ˿࿗ྱᄉतኒЏဖܑǌ
ᴜᲖࡘ̛ૌੌࣲଉጉ˿ڙஜߙतᤴశ᭨˖ḞतኒᄉቆᫍǋᝎԢ
ᄉԺᑞবǌܰḞឞतኒ˶᧗ள߿˦˿तኒ֖तᤴˀᄉ۲ఴ
ྱব˧ᫍᄉሤ̈ҮḞΧʶ˓ፆౝᄉ्ǌՎௐḞឞतኒ˶॔
௬˿ʶ߿ᄉᓧశ͈Ϙǌ
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The Golden Moon is a temporary architectural structure
that explores how Hong Kong’s unique building traditions
and craftsmanship can be combined with contemporary
design techniques in the creation of a highly expressive
and captivating public event space. It is the 2012 Gold
Award winning entry for the Lantern Wonderland design
competition organized by the Hong Kong Tourism Board
for the Mid-Autumn Festival and was on display for 6
days in Hong Kong’s Victoria Park.
The Golden Moon revisits the concept of a Chinese
lantern and makes a direct link to the legend of Chang’e,
the Moon Goddess of Immortality – two elements
strongly associated with the Mid-Autumn Festival.
According to the romantic story Chang’e lives on the
moon, away from her husband Houyi who lives on
earth. The couple can only meet on the night of the MidAutumn Festival when the moon is at its fullest and most
beautiful. To symbolize the passionate love burning
between the reunited couple that day, the 6-storey-high,
spherical moon lantern is clad with abstracted flames
in fiery colors and patterns. The lantern is placed in a
reflection pool and is made large enough for up to 150
people to enter and be fully immersed in the sound and
light experience.
Traditional materials for making lanterns, such as
translucent fabric, metal wire and bamboo, have been
translated to a large scale. A light-weight steel geodesic
dome forms the pavilion’s primary structure and is the
basis for a computer-generated grid wrapped around it.
This grid is materialized through a secondary structure
from bamboo. This grid was then clad with stretch fabric
flames, all lit up by animated LED lights.
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᧚త௦ʶ˓ͮ̅ᯭຠᄉХᛪဗҦ֖խलҦᄉМРาҮቆᫍ˖ᄉ˙ௐবत

ᰳᄉီ्త̜༤ᛪᄔᜁᯎ̾༡ʶಧᄉᮧᓣ्֖यḞࡂϷઙ៵ᄉ༡སʶ

ኒḞ߱ᄉଉጉ˿࠱ʹݟᯭຠ࿗ʶ̃ᄉतኒ͛ፑ֖तᤴశˀဗ̼त

ᓉǌឞतኒͮ̅χ˖ḞᑞܴՎௐࠓጩ  ̠Ḟ̠͂ڙᤇ˓ܷ༤˖ࡉ

ኒፆՋᡐǌ߱ᖌ३˿ၿᯭຠˠҨᄉ  ࣱ˖ሖᔈ༤ܷᠾᄉ᧚ݑḞ

ৰͳڠᰍᅋܥᮂ֖༤ЏᄉᎾݫǌ

ࣲڙᯭຠᄉ፤ܲѽ̍МࡘچѢНܸǌ

͛ፑ༤ᄉ҃ͺ௦Ӧᤨᄉጺྫྷǋ᧚࡚֖ቫߔḞڙఴᮉᄫ˖Ḟᤇ̎

᧚తᄉलЙˏ˓ˀ˖ሖᓫࠚѬᄰСᄉЊገḬʶ௦ੇ͛ڍፑ༤Ḟ̃௦

ᦏᜁᤁၸࡆܷ˿ڙऎᄉቆᫍ˖ǌᣏᨁᄉᎩಪ࿃ီ्ፆౝ௦ஞ˓तኒᄉʶ

ᇷព̂˖ᄉ߉ߔ̷ޞǌᤇ˓ํᄉᇷព̂ᤗḞ߉ޞၶาڙత̜ʼḞ

ፆౝḚ˞ͳፆౝḛḞ߱௦ኪଌ҃҃ᤴᄉಪಔፆౝᄉᎌፈ۲ᆨǌಪಔ

ᏪݜᄉʺܺՐᏎၶาڙሎݜॡᤉᄉ̠ᫍḞᤇࠪহ̠Եᑞ˖ڙሖᓫతܳ˧ڒ

ፆౝၿቫतᤴᏪḞ௦तኒᄉ̃ፆౝḞФܰΞᜁʶ̎ढࡘবᓡݝᄉጺ

ᄰǌ˝˿ᛪဗ˖ڙሖ˧ܳ᧗ᐐᄉ߉ޞˀՐᏎ˧ᫍ྆དᄉྕৰḞᤇ˓Нࡎ

ྫྷӉḞࣲܳڙᫍᜁࠜథၶᄉ -&% ༤ཱ̜ǌ
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